<MG> Arrival Date filter in ret-adm-01

- **Article Type:** General
- **Product:** Aleph
- **Product Version:** 17.01

**Description:**
How do we get the Arrival Date Filter in ret-adm-01 to produce results? To test this, I made sure that an item record was created with an arrival date of 6/25/1999, had a barcode and was in a specific collection. When the report was created there were no results in the report; yet, I know there is a record with that arrival date.

**Resolution:**
When running the batch ret-adm-01 with the parameter "Arrival date" you should place the From date and the To date in the form as follows:

TST50,,ret-adm-01-test1,ADATE,20070106,20070106,..........................,Y,00,03,
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